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Come mettere gli stickers di telegram su whatsapp

This site uses cookies to improve your experience while browsing the site. From these cookies, cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored in your browser, as they are necessary for the operation of the basic functions of the website. We also use third-party cookies to help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will
only be stored in your browser with your consent. You may also opt out of these cookies. However, opting out of some of these cookies may affect your browsing experience. Developers of WhatsApp, the popular messaging app, have introduced the ability to send stickers. It can be a very nice feature, to use especially when sending messages to your
friends. At the expense of what can be done with the Telegram app, users can't create their own custom stickers, but they have to use what WhatsApp makes available. But what are stickers? Real art forms can be defined. It's not just emoticons, but labels with faces of well-known characters from comics or real life. How to insert Telegram stickers on
WhatsAppThe option is not currently very large, as there is the possibility to choose only from seven different sticker packages. WhatsApp Android users have the privilege, with an unconventional process, to upload their own set of stickers and use it with friends. In this guide I will show you how to insert all your Telegram stickers on WhatsApp. The logical
steps are simple: download stickers from Telegram to your phone, convert them, and then import them into WhatsApp. All these steps can be done from your Android smartphone. Hello? Let's start. Download stickers from Telegram To download stickers from Telegram you need to do three functions. First you need to get the sticker link. Then you need to
move on to downloading and exporting phase content from a zip file. Don't worry, I'll explain all the steps in detail. Getting links to the Teelgram sticker pack allows you to get the link of a single sticker or the entire package. To get the entire package link go as follows: Start telegram on your Android smartphone and access the menu by clicking the icon in the
upper left. From the sidebar, select Settings.Scroll in the list and select Stickers and Masks. On the page that will open you can see all the stickers you have added to your telegram account. Next to each of them are dots. Click the ones that correspond to the sticker package that you want to on WhatsApp and then select Copy Link.Il next step is to download
the sticker package. This can be done with a bot present in Telegram.Back on the main page of Telegram, select its lens icon and search for a Downloader.Click sticker in the corresponding search result and click START to start the conversation. They'll show you different options. Click on the bot Settings.Il will ask you to select the download output format.
Select web only. Now paste into the conversation in links to the sticker pack that you copied earlier and send the messages. You will be informed that you will soon receive the link to download your stickers. After downloading the file, click the zip file to download it. The file will be downloaded to telegram -&gt; telegram folder documents. At this point you need
to extract the recently downloaded zip file. To do this, you must use a file manager. Generally, you'll find a File Manager app that's already preinstalled on your smartphone. If this is not the case or you are not sure, you can download the free File Manager application from your Google Play Store.Open file management and go to telegram -&gt; the Telegram
folder Documents.In this folder you can find a file consisting of numbers only and in zip format. If you are using File Manager to extract the file, press and hold, then select the More key in the lower-right corner and finally Check out in ... A folder with the same name will be created with the zip file. Open it and move the folders, with the same name as the sticker
pack, to your smartphone's root folder, or the Pictures folder. This is necessary otherwise WhatsApp will not be able to see the sticker pack. Enter stickers in WhatsAppIt time to insert newly uploaded stickers into WhatsApp.Install the personal sticker for whatsApp application from Google Play Store.Launch the newly installed app. You should see your sticker
pack in the list of available. Click ADD and confirm the operation from the pop-up window that appears. Become. Now all you have to do is start whatsapp and start using your new sticker pack. Some Stickers estimates added after this procedure can also be sent to friends who own an iPhone. Those who receive stickers can add them to favorites. Unlike the
stickers built into WhatsApp, custom stickers do not allow you to add the entire package, but only the single sticker that has been sent. For this reason, if you want to share the entire package that has been created, you will need to send each sticker separately. The person who will receive the stickers should worry about manually adding one to each
individual item. I know, it's not very convenient as a function, but until WhatsApp makes it a template for sticker packages, this is the only way to move forward. In this guide we will see how to have Telegram stickers on Whatsapp for Android, if you actually like WhatsApp competitor app stickers, you need to know that you can download them in order to use
them in your whatsapp conversations like regular stickers. Only since October Whatsapp has added the feature that allows you to use stickers in conversations, an innovation that has existed for a long time in other instant messaging applications such as Telegram and Viber for example and which now Whatsapp has also decided to introduce for its
conversations. Whatsapp has preinstalled some stickers, however you can add new ones and you can also create custom sticker packs for Whatsapp. In addition to creating custom stickers, you can even insert some stickers from other messaging apps, such as Telegram. In this guide we will see how to have Telegram stickers on Whatsapp for Android, just
download them first from Telegram and then import them into Whatsapp. Here are all the necessary steps to be able to use Telegram stickers on Whatsapp.How to have Telegram stickers on Whatsapp - Download stickers from TelegramThe first step to follow in order to transfer stickers from Telegram to Whatsapp is to proceed with downloading the stickers
so that you get a package to then enter into Whatsapp. To download Telegram stickers, three main steps are required: first you need to know the link of the package containing Telegram stickers, then these should be downloaded in ZIP format using the Bot Sticker Downloader, then once you get the ZIP file with all the stickers, you will be able to proceed with
the export of the sticker files contained in it and then import them into Whatsapp.Let then see how to get it link of stickers present in Telegram (obviously for Telegram (obviously for Telegram to be able to download the stickers you must have installed Telegram on your Android smartphone). Telegram allows you to download both individual stickers and full
sticker packs; to download an entire sticker pack, just proceed with the following procedure: Open the Telegram app and press the menu icon with three horizontal lines that you will find in the upper left corner. , select from the left pane as soon as it opens, settingsfrom Input Settings scroll through the various entries in Stickers and Masks and tap the icon with
the 3 dots you will find to the right of each sticker packInfum a new window with various entries: Check In, Remove, Share, and Copy Link. Select Copy Link and this address will be copied to your clipboard Now you will need the Downloader Bot Sticker. Go to the lens-shaped search icon that you will find on the main page of the telegram and the Bot Sticker
Downloader then press over the entrance to enter his conversation and press the button below the conversation by starting taps written in Settings and you should receive a message in Telegram asking you to choose the output format. From here you should select webp only. Only the webp entry should be selected as Telegram Telegram downloading
stickers in all formats such as jpeg, png and of course webp that what interests us and is the only format that we should be able to add Telegram stickers to Whatsapp Now paste the link of the sticker package that you copied just before in the discussion with Sticker Downloader as follows: press for a long time with your finger in the message bar and from the
menu that will appear drink in Paste and , then send as you would with a normal message Repair you will then receive a response message in relation to the fact that the ZIP file will be available soon. A few seconds and you need to receive another message with a ZIP download inside to download. Tap on it to continue downloading. You will find the file
within telegram &gt; the Telegram Documents folder Now you need to extract the contents of the ZIP file and to do this you can use a File Manager that supports the export of ZIP files such as ES Explorer or a downloadable application from the Play Store that can extract the content of ZIP File Stickers , can be exported to a folder as please, but I do not
recommend you follow the Telegram &gt; Telegram Route Documents route , but to save the stickers in the Pictures folder as the application we will use to insert stickers on Whatsapp is not able to recognize the list of stickers for Telegram documents. Then extract the contents of the ZIP file inside the DCIM folder and going now to Android Photo Gallery you
will find a new album with the Telegram sticker package that you downloadedWe therefore have on our stickers extracted from Telegram, the same exact identical and now you just have to insert the stickers on Whatsapp. Let's see below how to do it.How to have Telegram stickers on Whatsapp - Insert stickers on WhatsappTo have Telegram stickers on
Whatsapp we will use a useful application to be able to add custom stickers to WhatsApp called Personal Stickers on WhatsApp. The application is very simple to use, in fact to have telegram stickers on Whatsapp just do the following: Download from the Google Play Store the personal stickers for WhatsAppapp then open the app and press the icon in the
top right corner, then click on the item Create sticker packFrom a name in the sticker pack, select the stickers to add within up to 30 stickers per pack , then press for the tick next to the name you gave in the packageDit now edit the message Send to Whatsapp in progress, then as soon as it is finished, when asked to add the package to Whatsapp, click on
ADDTo have managed to insert stickers for Whatsapp and you can find out right away by going in: Open WhatsappAccedi in a conversation with a contactPress for the emoji next to write a line of messages where you type the texts to send in. contactsSelect now the sticker icon that you will find at the bottom of the screen Quote now among the sticker
packages available on your Whatsapp and you will see that among the new available there will be what you added after receiving it from Telegram and that you have uploaded with personal stickers on WhatsAppSelect then the sticker you want to send to the contact report , however, do not delete the personal stickers for the WhatsApp app, this is because
otherwise all new stickers that you have uploaded to Whatsapp will also need to be removed automatically and to be re-introduced you will have to re-enter the process again starting from the section in order to import the stickers into Whatsapp. Whatsapp.
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